Robust and Flexible Aramid Nanofiber/Graphene Layer-by-Layer Electrodes.
Aramid nanofibers (ANFs), or nanoscale Kevlar fibers, are of interest for their high mechanical performance and functional nanostructure. The dispersible nature of ANFs opens up processing opportunities for creating mechanically robust and flexible nanocomposites, particularly for energy and power applications. The challenge is to manipulate ANFs into an electrode structure that balances mechanical and electrochemical performance to yield a robust and flexible electrode. Here, ANFs and graphene oxide (GO) sheets are blended using layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly to achieve mechanically flexible supercapacitor electrodes. After reduction, the resulting electrodes exhibit an ANF-rich structure where ANFs act as a polymer matrix that interfacially interacts with reduced graphene oxide sheets. It is shown that ANF/GO deposition proceeds by hydrogen bonding and π-π interactions, leading to linear growth (1.2 nm/layer pairs) and a composition of 75 wt % ANFs and 25 wt % GO sheets. Chemical reduction leads to a high areal capacitance of 221 μF/cm2, corresponding to 78 F/cm3. Nanomechanical testing shows that the electrodes have a modulus intermediate between those of the two native materials. No cracks or defects are observed upon flexing ANF/GO films 1000 times at a radius of 5 mm, whereas a GO control shows extensive cracking. These results demonstrate that electrodes containing ANFs and reduced GO sheets are promising for flexible, mechanically robust energy and power.